ACSH and Live Science Team Up

By ACSH Staff — November 18, 2016

The American Council on Science and Health (ACSH) science and health education and consumer advocacy non-profit has entered a content sharing agreement with the prestigious science site Live Science [1], a member of the Purch [2] family of brands, as announced in a press release [3] November 18th, 2016.

Founded in 1978, the Council's mission as consumer advocates is to promote evidence-based science and health information and policy insight. As part of that mission, the organization has recently expanded its team of science and medical experts who report on new and relevant research published in scientific journals, content that Live Science will now have the option to reprint.

"Live Science is a fantastic science news outlet. We've been reading them for years," says Council President Hank Campbell. "Our efforts in providing good science and health information for the public clearly overlaps with their mission as outstanding journalists. We're thrilled to team up with them."

Live Science provides a "fascinating window into the natural and technological world, delivering comprehensive and compelling news and analysis on everything from dinosaur discoveries, archeological finds and amazing animals to health, innovation and wearable technology."

Collaborating with ACSH will allow Live Science to expand its already excellent biomedical and health news reporting and the partnership with Live Science will allow ACSH to reach millions more readers around the world.

"ACSH really embodies the scientific method and I'm thrilled that Live Science has the opportunity to bring their well-researched news and features to our readers," says Jeanna Bryner, Managing Editor of Live Science.